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adore Dolomiti.
Traditions, sport,
nature experience

Comune di San Vito di Cadore

cadore.dolomiti.org
IAT S.VITO DI CADORE
Corso Italia, 92/94 – 32046 San Vito di Cadore (BL)
Tel/Fax + 39 0436 9238 – cadore@dolomiti.org

USEFUL NUMBERS
Emergency number: 112
Police: 113
Finance Police: 117
Fire Station: 115
First Aid: 118
Local Police: tel.0435 482449
Hospital Pieve di Cadore/First Aid:
tel.0435 3411
Hospital Codivilla Putti, Cortina D’Ampezzo:
tel.0436 883111 - www.codivilla-putti.it
Alpine Rescue: tel.0436 9847 - 0437 930961
web.cnsas.veneto.it

Dolomiti Emergency:
tel.0437 937062 - dolomitiemergency.it
Alpine Guide: tel.0436 868505
www.guidecortina.com
Cai S.Vito: tel.380 6590612
www.caisanvitodicadore.it
Cai Pieve: tel.0435 31515
www.caipievedicadore.org/it
Skipass di Valle e Dolomitisuperski S.Vito:
tel.0436 9791 - www.skipasscortina.com
Skiarea - Skipass S.Vito:
Impianti Scoter: tel.0436 890645
www.skiareasanvito.com

Getting Around
By Bus
The Dolomiti Buses connect all the villages of the Cadore to and from the Calalzo train station and the
bus station of Cortina D’Ampezzo. During the summer and winter seasons, the Dolomites Bus integrates
the runs to the most spectacular Dolomite Passes (Passo Falzarego, Giau, Tre Croci, etc.). In the summer
also with bike transport services, in winter with skibus service (free for skipass and/or Cadore Card
holders)to get to Cortina and Cadore ski slopes. The cost of tickets and season tickets is calculated in
kilometer ranges.
Save money and see everything with the Guest Card!
A tourist card that can only be used by non-residents in the province of Belluno. It is valid for 3 or
8 consecutive days and gives the possibility of using the Dolomitibus extra-urban service and urban
services in the province of Belluno, with no travel limit, nor of time bands, nor of distances traveled.
On foot and by bike
All the Cadore villages are connected by the cycle-pedestrian path “Lunga Via delle Dolomiti”, for one
truly green holiday.
Dolomites bus - train
In the summer period, bus service with transport of the bike on a dedicated trailer, which connects the
villages, from Calalzo di Cadore to Cortina, Cimabanche, Misurina, 3 Cime - Auronzo. Dolomiti Bus service
and Trenitalia, allows you to leave by train from Venice / Treviso /Vicenza / Padova. Every day, from June
to September, trains and buses equipped for bike transport, with connecting times and WiFi on board, allow
you to reach the cycle paths and unforgettable itineraries of the dolomitic ring enclosed between Calalzo,
Cortina, Misurina and Auronzo. And if you don’t have a bike with you, you can rent it on the spot with
discounts for holders of the Carta Unica Veneto or the “hop on hop off” day ticket for the dolomitic ring. Info:
tel 0437 217111 - www.dolomitibus - trenitalia.com. Inoltre sono a disposizione servizi di autonoleggio
con o senza conducente, fuoristrada e navette per raggiungere i rifugi.
By Car
Car rental services are available with or without driver, shuttles to reach the mountain huts.

1 Church S.S.Vito, Modesto e Crescenzia- Mount Marcora, S.Vito di Cadore

Cover:
Mount Pelmo and “Lago delle Baste”. Mondeval, Giau Pass, S.Vito di Cadore
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The Dolomites, a world natural heritage site (UNESCO)
«The site of the Dolomites features some of the
most beautiful mountain landscapes anywhere,
with vertical walls, sheer cliffs and a high density
of narrow, deep and long valleys. A serial property
of nine areas that present a diversity of spectacular
landscapes of international significance for
geomorphology marked by steeples, pinnacles and
rock walls, the site also contains glacial landforms
and karst systems. The Dolomites also became
famous throughout the world for the phenomenon
of intense colouring assumed by the rock faces at
sunrise and sunset.»
(World Heritage Committee, Seville 26/06/09).
More than 70 percent of these mountains are with
in the boundaries of the provinceof Belluno. The
Alto Cadore area includes two systems which are

the most spectacular and famous mountain group:
system n.1 M. Pelmo - Mondeval - Croda da Lago
mountain group, and system n. 5: Dolomiti
Settentrionali (northern Dolomites) the mountain
group which also includes M. Antelao which
dominates the Boite Valley from S. Vito to the Cadore
Valley in the south and Sorapis and Croda Marcora
that dominate the village of San Vito di Cadore in the
north. Just one hour far from Venice, the Cadore area
includes “Alto” (northern) and “Centro” (central)
Cadore villages, each one with its particularity and
marvels to discover: San Vito, Borca, Vodo, Valle,
Cibiana, Pieve, Calalzo and Domegge di Cadore are
linked together to give their guests a complete offer
during summer and winter holidays.

3 Mount Pelmo, Refuge Venezia, Vodo di Cadore

4 Lago di Mosigo, S. Vito
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5 Messer Mountain Museum Dolomites, Mount Rite
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Tradition Rediscovered in the homeland of Titian
Pieve di Cadore is the historical and social capital
of the whole Cadore area, but is most famous for
being the birthplace of one of the greatest of all
Renaissance painters and you can visit the house
where Titian, or Tiziano Vecellio, was born in the
square named after him. As well as works by this
great artist from the Cadore himself, in the ancient
buildings and churches of Titian’s homeland art
lovers and history enthusiasts will find a great deal
of interest to visit and landscapes to admire.
(Vecellian’s Itinerary www.tizianovecellioit).
In Pieve also worth a visit:
The “MARC” Archaelogical Museum, The “Museo
dell’ Occhiale (a Museum dedicated to spectacles and
optical devices), The Monte Ricco Fort (Pieve)
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www.magnificacomunitadicadore.it.
Particularly interesting are:
the numerous Gothic churches rich in wonderful
frescoes such us The Madonna della Difesa (S.Vito),
the Church of S.Giovanni Battista in Vinigo (Vodo),
classed as a national monument, under the care of
the Venice heritage authority, the Olimpia Perini
Museum, The Callido’s wonderful Organ and The
Church of Our Lady of the Cadore in Borca di C.,
Cibiana, known as the “village that paints its own
history”, for the wonderful murals by many famous
artists that adorn the houses.
The Messner Mountain Museum Dolomites,(Monte
Rite, Cibiana),The Wood Museum in Perarolo.

Magnifica Comunità di Cadore Palace and
7 “Palazzo”
bronze statue of Titian,Piazza Tiziano, Pieve di C.

centro storico

6 Titian’s house, Pieve di C.
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In the homeland of Titian (Tiziano Vecellio) and “The Vecellios”
VECELLIAN’S ITINERARY
Titian was born in Pieve di Cadore. At a very young
age he moved to Venice, where he became an
apprentice of Gentile and Giovanni Bellini. Before
turning twenty he was already working together
with Giorgione on the frescoes of the Fondaco dei
Tedeschi (the German Exchange), and this was but
the beginning of a brilliant career which would

was to render Titian one of the most famous artists
of his time. In spite of his worldwide fame as an
artist, throughout his life Titian maintained close
links with the land of his birth. These links can be
observed in many of his works, with the Belluno
Dolomites serving as a splendid background for a
number of famous portraits.

01 CORTINA D’AMPEZZO - Campo di Sopra
Church of Saint Candido: Anonimous student of Titian - Saint John the Baptist (second half of the 16th century)
02 SAN VITO DI CADORE
Church of Saints Vito, Modesto and Crescenza: Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child, Saints Vito and
John the Baptist, two Saint Bishops (Ermagora and Fortunato), the parish priest Bernardo Costantini (1524).
Marco Vecellio - Madonna and Child in Glory with donors M. Thomaseo di Coleto and wife (1597)
03 ZOPPE’ DI CADORE
Church of Saint Anne - Titian and helpers: Madonna and Child Enthroned with Saints Matthew, Anne and
Girolamo (first half of 16th century)
04 VALLE DI CADORE – Venas
Church of Saint Mark - Francesco Vecellio: Madonna and Child, Saint Mark, Saints Albino and Lucano (first
half of 16th cent.)
05 PIEVE DI CADORE – Nebbiù
Church of Saint Bartholomew the Apostle: Marco Vecellio - Madonna and Child, Saint Anthony Abate, Saint
Lucia and Saint Mary Magdalene (1584)
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06 PIEVE DI CADORE – Tai
Church of Saint Candido: Cesare Vecellio, set of three paintings - Madonna and Child with Saints Candido,
Oswald; Saint Apollonia; Saint Maurizio (1582)
07 PERAROLO DI CADORE
Church of Saint Rocco: Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child with Saints Rocco and Sebastian (second
decade of the 16th century)
Church of Saints Rocco and Sebastian: Fabrizio Vecellio - Saint Lucia and Saint Apollonia (end of 16th cent.)
08 PIEVE DI CADORE
Palazzo COSMO- Exhibition: Titian. Venice and Pope Alexander VI (June 29th / October 6th 2013), Titian
- Bishop Jacopo Pesaro being presented by Pope Alexander VI to Saint Peter(Museum voor Schone Kunsten
Museum in Antwerp); Tobiolo with Angel (Gallerie dellíAccademia in Venice).
Archidiaconal Church of Saint Mary Nascent - Titian and workshop: Madonna and Child among Saints Titian,
Andrew and a devotee (1565 - 1566 ca), Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child, Saint Rocco and Saint
Sebastian (Genova altarpiece, second decade of 16th century), Marco Vecellio - Last Supper (1585); Saint
Catherine of Alexandria Martyrdom (1608); Madonna of the Rosary, Saint Domenico and Saint Catherine of
Siena (end of 16th century), Cesare Vecellio -Saint Peter, Saint Paul, Announcing Angel and Madonna (1580
ca.), Anonymous, copy of Titian: Madonna and Child with angels (1650 approx.).
Palace of the Magnifica Comunità di Cadore - Cesare Vecellio - The devotion of Cadore to Venice (1599), Marco
Vecellio - Madonna and Child, with Saint Mark and allegories of Faith and Fortitude (end of 16th century)
09 CALALZO DI CADORE
Church of Saint Biagio: Orazio Vecellio - Saint Peter (right) and Annunciation (left); Saint Paul (right) and
Nativity (left); Saint Vito (right) and Adoration of the Magi (left); Saint Anthony Abate (left) and Presentation
at the Temple (left); (1566)
10 DOMEGGE DI CADORE - Vallesella
Church of Saint Vigilio: Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child between Saints Rocco and Sebastian (first
half of 16th century)
11 DOMEGGE DI CADORE
Church of Saint Rocco: Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child between Saints Rocco and Sebastian (first
half of 16th century); Church of Saint George: Marco Vecellio - Madonna and Child between Saints Lucia and
Apollonia (1591); Church of the Holy Virgin of Good Health: Anonymous, copy of Titian - Madonna and
Child with angels (17th century)
12 VIGO DI CADORE – Pelos
Church of Saint Bernardino: Marco Vecellio - Madonna and Child with San Bernardino of Siena, Saint Peter,
Saint Daniel and client (end of 16th century)
13 VIGO DI CADORE
Church of Saint Martin: Cesare Vecellio - The Decollation of Saint John the Baptist; Saint Catherine of
Alexandria (end of 16th century)
Church of the Defense: Cesare Vecellio - Saint Rocco and Saint Sebastian Alexandria (end of 16th century)
14 DANTA DI CADORE
Church of Saints Rocco and Sebastian: Francesco Vecellio - Madonna and Child between Saints Rocco and
Sebastian (fourth decade of 16th century)
15 COMELICO SUPERIORE - Padola
Church of Saint Luke: Cesare Vecellio - Pope Saint Silvester (1582)
16 COMELICO SUPERIORE – Candide
Church of Saint Maria Assunta: Francesco Vecellio - Saint Andrew and Saint John the Baptist Madonna and
Child (approx. mid-17th century)
17 SAN PIETRO DI CADORE
Church of Saint Peter: Marco Vecellio -Saint Peter, Saint Paul and Saint Simon (1588)
Fondazione Centro Studi Tiziano e Cadore www.tizianovecellio.it
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Archaelogical sites
Cadore boasts some major archaeological sites:

10 Mondeval, Passo Giau

The Natural Archeological springs, “Lagole”
(Calalzo)where important finds have been brought
to light dating back to the Palaeovenetian Age –
and the spa area, delightful little springs which
rise up straight out of the earth. The remains of the
Wall of Giau (on the road from Pocol to Passo Giau,
S.Vito di Cadore). This imposing wall dating back
to the 18th century was built in San Vito by orders
of the commissaries of the Republic of Venice and
Hapsburg Empire to solve boundary controversies.
The palaeontologic site of Pelmetto (Mount Pelmo)
where it is possible to see the famous “dinosaur’s
prints” probably left more than 230 million years
ago. The archaeological site of Mondeval, between
Mount Pelmo and the “Lastoi de Formìn” where the
burial site of a Mesolithic hunter was unearthed in
1985. The skeleton of the “Man of Mondeval”, who
lived about 7,500 years ago, was found under a
boulder with all his personal effects.

9 The Giau Wall, Passo Giau
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Summer in Cadore
Cycling, hiking, Trekking and nordic walking
The Cadore Dolomites are the ideal destination
for hiking addicts who can explore the wonderful
landscape in total safety with the support of our
Alpine guides. Cadore offers a multitude of trails
to reach huts and enjoy traditional dishes with
stunning views. “La Lunga Via delle Dolomiti” Cycle
Trail Aptly named one of the most spectacular cycle
trails in Italy, this Dolomite cycle trail runs along
much of what was once the Dolomite railway which
was decommissioned in 1964. The Cadore stretch
is fully tarmacked and well signposted and, along
the way, there are plenty of places to eat and drink
and, if needed, to seek assistance. The 37 km stretch

in the Province of Belluno links Cortina d’Ampezzo
with Calalzo di Cadore, passing through the villages
of San Vito, Borca, Vodo, Valle and Pieve di Cadore.
It is part of the longer cross-border trail “La Lunga
Via delle Dolomiti”, that starts in Asiago and
finishes in Lienz, Austria. This stretch, featuring
regular slopes and wide bends, is punctuated by the
old railway station buildings in the Alpine version
of Art Nouveau. The trail runs through numerous
well-lit tunnels that have a magical atmosphere all
of their own. The Lunga Via delle Dolomiti is part of
a wider project: “the cycle trail “München Venezia”.
Bus + train service that lets you travel the Dolomites
with your bike.

Lunga Via delle Dolomiti”,
11 “La
walking route, S. Vito di Cadore

Cycling and

12 Nordic Walking
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Lago/Lake Centro Cadore
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Lago/Lake Centro Cadore

The whole Cadore area is studded with lakes. For
example you can take a pleasant walk along the
edge of lake Misurina with the Tre Cime di Lavaredo
as a backdrop. As you go down towards Auronzo,
you encounter the lake of the same name, with its
very popular pedestrian paths and cycle tracks
that snake around its edges and which is the
regular setting for a number of major international
canoeing and powerboat events. Between the
built-up parts of Pieve and Lozzo di Cadore, you
will find Lago di Centro Cadore (swimming lake),
the starting point for a large number of trails that
lead right up the neighbouring peaks. He you can
canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddle and sail with
professional instructors. The Laghetto delle Tose in
Calalzo di Cadore with trails to discover the Ancient
Roman thermae “Lagole”is another jewel in the
area’s crown, where you can sun yourself on the
little beach or wander among the woods, following
a stream of the purest water. The Mosigo lake in San
Vito, with the spellbinding scenery of the Mosigo
reservoir (pure relaxation, sport facilities, some
playgrounds and pic-nic areas).
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Winter in Cadore, more than
just skiing
The majestic San Vito Skiarea di Cadore is situated
in a splendid panoramic and sunny position. The
village of San Vito is dominated by its skiarea at the
foot of the imposing Monte Antelao (3264 metres
a.s.l.), at the bottom of Cima Belprà, with views
towards Monte Pelmo. San Vito Skiarea together
with Cortina D’Ampezzo, Auronzo and Misurina
make up a vast paradise for skiers which is part of
the Dolomiti Superski zone: 140 kilometres of slopes
for any level and just one skipass needed. San Vito’s
24 kilometres slopes (black, red and blue), designed
for any level, wind between snow-covered woods,
wide and gentle hills but also between steep and
more difficult sides. Planned snow cover ensures
that slopes are always in perfect condition.

14 Skiarea di S.Vito

The ideal ski resort for your family
An extra care is taken to meet the needs of families
and youngest visitors. Kids and beginners can learn
to ski and also have fun in perfect safety at the Neve
Sole Park: a well equipped area with tapis roulant, ski
camps, snow-tubing, bobsleigh, sled runs, inflatable
games and entertainment. And plus, Kinderheim
Neve Sole, a baby minding on the snow, welcome
kids with numerous activities and games, while
their parents relax and enjoy skiing in the middle

of the Dolomites. No car needed: access to the San
Vito and Cortina D’Ampezzo’ slopes is guaranteed
by an efficient shuttle bus service, free for skipass
and Cadore Card owners. Iceskating at Happy Park
of Borca di Cadore, with covered skating rink, for
lots of fun on the ice. Also in Tai di Cadore, there is
a public ice skating ring. Both have skate hire and a
snack bar.

and fun for children,
15 Entertainment
Parco Neve sole, Skiarea S.Vito

20 Snowkite
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A taste of the mountains

16 Skiarea di S.Vito

The delicious rustic cuisine of Cadore is based on
simple, authentic ingredients. First courses include
“casunziei”, half-moon-shaped ravioli filled with red
cabbage and potato, garnished with melted butter
and smoked ricotta cheese “spersada”; “canedi” or
“canederli” bread dumplings served plain or stuffed
with mushrooms; a hearty soup of barley or beans
and gnocchi with a rich game sauce. Game and
charcuterie such as the celebrated Speck (bacon)
from Cadore, dominate the second courses and
cheese served with vegetables, including the famous

18 “Casunziei, traditional dish”

Sport in peace and quiet …
a wonderland is waiting for you !
Cadore offers plenty of trails to follow in snow shoes
(“ciaspe”), delighting in the perfect peace of the
landscape. Ski-mountaineering fans have a number
of routes at their disposal to explore in total safety
with the support of our Alpine guides. You can also
take trips on a snowmobile transporting you up to
the traditional mountain refuges known as “baite”,
maybe for a delicious lunch or dinner. For our
visitors who want to pamper themselves, Cadore
offers superbly equipped health and beauty spas for
a really relaxing stay in the Dolomites.

Vinigo cabbage, the irresistible polenta, potatoes
and mushrooms. Desserts include “zopes”, “péta”
and “crafin a la sanvidota”, as well as strudel and
apple fritters. A delicious traditional lunch or
dinner just has to be rounded off with “malga”
cheeses served with local jams and honey and a
fiery local “grappa” or a flavoured. liqueur. If you
wish to take home some mountain flavours, you
will find all the typical products in the local shops,
malgas, huts and farms.

Snowkiting Flying with your skis on...is this a
dream? No, it’s snowkiting at Passo Giau, San Vito
di Cadore.

19 “Speck” from the Cadore region

17 Skiarea S.Vito

Fat-wheel bikes to ride even in winter time! Get to
Cadore refuges is easier and funny with your fat
electric bike: thanks to its two big black wheels
and its small electric engine, you can ride along the
paths and the routes normally used for snowshoeing
and walking, with a little effort.
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cadore.dolomiti.org
IAT S.VITO DI CADORE - Corso Italia, 92/94
32046 – San Vito di Cadore (BL)
Tel/Fax 0436/9238 - cadore@dolomiti.org
San Vito
di Cadore

Grafica e impaginazione: www.meneghinieassociati.it

How to get here

Progetto e sviluppo: www.venetoinnovazione.it

From the North: A22 Brennero motorway, exit Bressanone, then take
the SS49 in the Dobbiaco direction. After Dobbiaco, carry on in the
Cortina d’Ampezzo-Pieve di Cadore-Venezia direction, carry straight
on for Cortina d’Ampezzo on the SS51 as far as San Vito di Cadore and
the Cadore Valley.
From the South: A27 Mestre-Belluno motorway, exit Pian di Vedoja,
then take the SS 51.At Tai di Cadore follow the SS 51 bis direction
Sappada-Auronzo-Comelico to Cadore Valley; and SS 51 direction
Cortina d’Ampezzo to San Vito di Cadore.

The Cadore railway station is Calalzo di Cadore, that can be reached
on the Venezia S. Lucia - Calalzo di Cadore line (www.trenitalia.com).
From Calalzo station there are bus links with Dolomitibus:
www.dolomitibus.it

Coordinamento: Direzione Turismo Regione del Veneto

Direct bus connections between Cortina/Cadore-Venice Airport and
some italian cities:
Treviso, Venezia, Rovigo, Ferrara, Bologna (www.cortinaexpress.it,
www.flixbus.it, www.atvo.it) and Milan (www.autostradale.it).
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The nearest airports to Cadore are:
“A.Canova” airport in Treviso, 128 km
“Marco Polo” Venice, 137 km
(bus line “Cortina Express” to San Vito-Cortina)
“Valerio Catullo” Verona, 256 km
“Kranebitten” Innsbruck, Austria, 173km
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